Van Dijk Flowers

Van Dijk Flowers is a family-run company with over 35 years of experience in cultivating spray chrysanthemums. Frans van Dijk and his son Rob ensure every day that the high quality of the products is guaranteed. That is why they grow their products in a greenhouse equipped with the latest technology. All of the flowers are graded by hand and picked fresh to order every day.

The assortment is compact: Van Dijk cultivates the varieties Delianne and Baltica, both in white and yellow. They have two locations, one in Honselersdijk and one in De Lier, really close to the auction! In combination with their own transport, flexibility is guaranteed. Rob delivers his finest flowers every day with the compliments of Decorum.

Contact
Van Dijk Flowers
Molenlaan 69
2675 CC Honselersdijk
The Netherlands
T +31 (0)6 14 61 57 48
E info@vandijk-flowers.nl
I www.vandijk-flowers.nl

- The finest quality graded for Decorum
- Market leader in Baltica
- Manual grading
- More than 35 years of experience
- Rapid delivery with own transport
- Latest technology for the best quality and uniformity
Decorum

Decorum combines the strengths of dozens of plant and flower growers with the same passion for greenery. To us, plants and flowers are the loveliest things on the planet. They make the world around us more pleasant and give a feeling of peace, comfort, relaxation, oxygen, happiness and health. Buyers can always count on a top-quality product, delivered directly from the grower. With the compliments of Decorum. Our growers are carefully selected, with one purpose in mind: offering a wide assortment of plants and flowers under one brand. The selected growers cultivate their plants and flowers full of passion and with care, love and respect for nature.